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biological principles. Even now, some seventy-five years after
Darwin, man is still looked upon as something super-biologic for
whom new super-laws must be framed to separate him from the so-
called lower animals. The meticulous presentation of detail in this
book would be quite inadequate for the specialist in biology and
covers manifestly too much ground in too great detail for any dy-
namic presentation of biological law. One is amazed at the amount
of information suggested by the book. Of its kind it is an excel-
lent book; the illustrations are much better than those ordinarily
found. The labor and conscientious attention to detail merit com-
mendation. One can only hope that someday, someone will write
a book "showing the place and function of biology in modern
thought." H. S. BURR.
THE BLOOD PICTURE AND ITS CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE (Including
Tropical Diseases). Victor Schilling. Trans. and Ed. by R. B. H. Gradwohl.
C. V. Mosby Co., I zcg. pp. 408.
This monograph is a valuable contribution to the literature, in
English, dealing with hematology. Professor Schilling has devised
a method for analyzing the blood picture. He calls the method the
"Hemogram". In spite of some complexity its application seems
practical and it gives much promise of materially extending our un-
derstanding of many diseases. Clinical blood studies in the usual
American practice are utilized only to aid in diagnosis. The author
shows that much more than this can be learned from them. Ac-
curacy in prognosis and the control of therapeutic measures can be
assisted by observing the blood picture according to the hemogram.
A large part of the book is devoted to discussion of case histories in
this light, and the text affords much information about the blood in
different diseases.
The most valuable and refreshing quality of the work is its sug-
gestiveness. Almost every chapter opens up new approaches for the
investigative mind. ARTHUR B. DAYTON.